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INTERACTION MODALITIES FOR MULTIMEDIA 
DELIVERY AND PRESENTATION USING NODES 

[0001] This application claims priority to Provisional 
Application No. 60/052,576, ?led Jul. 15, 1997. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to displaying multi 
media data. More particularly, the present invention relates 
to systems and methods for improving the quality of a 
multimedia display based on preferences and terminal capa 
bilities. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Currently, complex tWo-dimensional and three 
dimensional scenes are described by scene graphs and small 
softWare programs that are doWnloaded to a terminal. A 
scene graph is a graphical representation of the contents of 
a scene. The scene graph determines, among other things, 
hoW three-dimensional objects are con?gured, Where the 
video goes, Where the audio goes, and hoW data is to be 
presented. 

[0004] Programs are usually interpreted and executed at a 
terminal, but they require support for the program interpreter 
and program execution. This makes undesirable programs 
that are currently required to support meaningful scene 
descriptions. 

[0005] Partial solutions exist for describing three-dimen 
sional graphics content using scene graphs as described 
using Virtual Reality Modeling Language (“VRML”). The 
recent standards promulgated by the Motion Picture Experts 
Group, MPEG-4, extend this scene graph approach to 
describe natural and synthetic audio, video, and graphics 
scenes. These scene graphs do not provide any means by 
Which the scene description could be automatically adapted 
to the terminal capabilities. This is because the knoWn scene 
graph has no means of inquiring as to the terminal capa 
bilities. 

[0006] As an example, When rendering moving three 
dimensional objects, the use of texture maps should be 
limited to terminals that support hardWare-texture mapping. 
If a terminal does not support hardWare-texture mapping, the 
render speed can easily drop beloW 2 frames per second, 
thus resulting in a loWer-quality presentation than Would 
otherWise be rendered. 

[0007] If a content provider designs multimedia content 
for high-end terminals, it Will be extremely dif?cult for a 
loW-end terminal to present the content in an acceptable 
manner. Alternatively, if the content is designed for loW-end 
terminals, using a high-end terminal Will result in a poor 
quality presentation. 

[0008] To overcome these problems, VRML scene 
descriptions provide script capability. Scripts are small pro 
grams, executed at the terminal, that alloW for both scene 
graph animation and complicated interactions With the ter 
minal. Scripts alloW one to inquire as to a terminal’s 
capabilities. Because scripts also enable arbitrary complex 
operations, hoWever, the content provider is not able to 
design contents and scene graphs With a guaranteed level of 
performance in the terminal. 
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[0009] To avoid the overhead and unpredictable perfor 
mance of the content presentation on a given terminal, the 
standards implemented in MPEG-4 do not implement scripts 
in its scene description language. Rather, What is required is 
a mechanism to enable scene-graph adaptation to the termi 
nal Without using scripts. 

[0010] One such mechanism makes use of a backchannel. 
The backchannel enables interactivity With a server and 
alloWs the content presentation or scene graph to adapt to the 
terminal’s capabilities. The use of a backchannel, hoWever, 
requires additional protocols and infrastructure. For broad 
cast applications, hoWever, the server is not able to adapt to 
the capabilities of each terminal but only to overall capa 
bilities and events on the broadcast channel. Again, a 
mechanism is required that alloWs the content to adapt 
automatically to the terminal capabilities. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0011] The prior art lacks a meaningful Way of alloWing a 
user Who receives multimedia data to improve the quality of 
What is displayed based on both receiver preferences and 
terminal capabilities. 

[0012] In one embodiment of the present invention, a 
terminal capability node is instantiated, the terminal’s capa 
bility is evaluated, and then the value of a capability ?eld in 
a data stream is altered based upon the capability evaluation. 
This could be employed, for example, With streaming mul 
timedia data being received at a computer. It Would be 
bene?cial for the receiving computer to have some Way of 
analyZing hoW the received data is to be displayed With 
regard to system resources, and then adjusting various 
display parameters to alter the display based on user pref 
erences and/or based on choices of the multimedia content 
creator. 

[0013] A terminal capability node is part of a multimedia 
scene description. A content provider includes this node in 
the scene to sWitch the contents presentation based on the 
terminal capabilities, and the terminal capabilities are evalu 
ated by the terminal on Which the contents are presented. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] FIG. 1 is a system overvieW of an embodiment of 
the present invention. 

[0015] FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment 
of a method according to the present invention. 

[0016] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an apparatus accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present invention. 

[0017] FIG. 4 is a system overvieW of another embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0018] FIG. 5 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment 
of a method according to the present invention. 

[0019] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of an apparatus accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0020] The present invention relates to displaying multi 
media data. More particularly, the present invention relates 
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to systems and methods for improving the quality of a 
multimedia display based on user preferences and availabil 
ity of terminal resources. 

[0021] Referring now in detail to the drawings, FIG. 1 
illustrates a system overview of an embodiment of the 
present invention. As a context for the present invention, 
consider terminal capability (“termcap”) node 101. A node 
is a software object that contains data as well as instructions 
that work upon that data. These objects, or nodes, are the 
encapsulation of the attributes, relationships, and methods of 
software-identi?able program components. In the node, 
most of the details, including both the data structure and the 
procedures, are hidden. Associated with the object is a set of 
operations it can perform, and these are not hidden; they 
constitute a well-de?ned interface—that aspect of the object 
that is externally visible. The nodes are layered in hierar 
chical fashion, so that termcap node 101 contains capability 
?eld nodes 102a and 102b. These capability-?eld nodes in 
turn contain values 103a-103d that determine the values of 
the capability ?elds. 

[0022] Termcap node 101 contains and controls, through 
software, various system parameters or capability ?elds for 
displaying multimedia data. A capability ?eld describes the 
terminal’s hardware or software capabilities. Examples of 
individual capability ?elds include frame rate, color depth, 
screen siZe, graphics load, and CPU load. 

[0023] To each of these individual capability ?elds, a 
value is assigned by the terminal. The value of the ?elds are 
set by the software program that implements the node. The 
value of the ?elds can be variable, or it can be ?xed when 
dependent on hardware. Variable values can be updated 
either periodically, or asynchronously when an event trig 
gers the update. 

[0024] The following table, TABLE 1, displays examples 
of possible capability ?elds. The capability ?eld speci?es a 
terminal resource to query. 

TABLE 1 

capability meaning 

0 frame rate 
1 color depth 
2 screen size 

3 graphics hardware 
64 CPU load 
65 memory load 

128 visual objects pro?le 
129 visual combination pro?le and level 
130 audio object pro?le and level 
131 audio combination pro?le and level 
132 scene description pro?le and level. 

[0025] The following table, TABLE 2, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “frame rate.” For 
this value of capability, the current rendering frame rate is 
measured. Periodically, the value is updated according to the 
current graphics rendering frame rate, as follows: 

TABLE 2 

value meaning 

0 unknown or can’t determine 
1 less than 5 frames per second (“fps”) 
2 5-10 fps 
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TABLE 2-continued 

value meaning 

3 10-20 fps 
4 20-40 fps 
5 more than 40 fps 

[0026] For the breakpoint between overlapping values 
between each range (i.e., 5, 10, 20, and 40), the higher value 
shall be used (i.e., 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively). 

[0027] The following table, TABLE 3, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “color depth.” For 
this value of capability, the color depth of the rendering 
terminal is measured. At the time this node is instantiated, 
the value ?led is set to indicate the color depth. The value 
does not change afterwards; that is, the display resolution 
does not change. The value is set as follows: 

TABLE 3 

value meaning 

unknown or can’t determine 
1 bit/pixel 
grayscale 
color, 3-12 bit/pixel 
color, 12-24 bit/pixel 
color, more than 24 bit/pixel 

[0028] The following table, TABLE 4, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “screen siZe.” For 
this value of capability, the window siZe (in horiZontal lines) 
of the output window of the rendering terminal is measured. 
Periodically, the value is set to indicate the siZe of the current 
rendering window, as follows: 

TABLE 4 

value meaning 

unknown or can’t determine 
less than 200 lines 
200-400 lines 
400-800 lines 
800-1600 lines 
1600 or more lines 

[0029] The following table, TABLE 5, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “graphics hard 
ware.” For this value of capability, the availability of graph 
ics-acceleration hardware of the rendering terminal is mea 
sured. At the time this node is instantiated, the value is set 
to indicate the available graphics hardware. The value does 
not change afterwards. The value is set as follows: 

TABLE 5 

value meaning 

0 unknown or can’t determine 
1 no acceleration 

2 matrix multiplication 
3 all above plus texture mapping (less than 1 M memory) 
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TABLE S-continued 
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TABLE 8-continued 

value meaning value meaning 

4 all above + texture mapping (less than 4 M memory) 3 simple scale 
5 all above + texture mapping (more than 4 M memory) 4 12 bit 

5 basic animation 2D texture 
6 animation 2D mesh 

. . 7 simple face 

[0030] ~ The following table, TABLE 6, displays examples 8 Simple Scalable texture 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “CPU load.” For 9 Core scalable texture 
this value of capability, the CPU load of the rendering 
terminal is measured. The exact method of measurement is 
nonnormative. Periodically, or When triggered by some 
event, the value is set to indicate the current CPU load. The 
value is set as a percentage of the available CPU resource; 
that is, if all the CPU cycles are consumed, and no more 
calculation can be performed Without slipping out of real 
time, the indicated value shall be 100%; if tWice as much 
calculation as currently being done can be so performed, the 
indicated value shall be 50%. 

TABLE 6 

value meaning 

unknoWn or can’t determine 
less than 20% loaded 
20—40% loaded 
40-60% loaded 
60-80% loaded 
80—100% loaded 

[0031] The folloWing table, TABLE 7, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “memory load,” 
also called “RAM available.” For this value of capability, the 
available RAM of the rendering terminal is measured. The 
exact method of measurement is nonnormative. Periodically, 
the value is set to indicate the currently available amount of 
RAM. 

TABLE 7 

value meaning 

unknoWn or can’t determine 
less than 100 KB free 
100 KB-SOO KB free 
500 KB-2 MB free 
2 MB-8 MB free 
8 MB—32 MB free 
32 MB-200 MB free 
more than 200 MB free 

[0032] The folloWing table, TABLE 8, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “visual objects 
pro?le.” According to the MPEG-4 standard, each object 
pro?le de?nes a collection of tools that are required to 
decode an audiovisual object. The folloWing table, TABLE 
8, lists video object pro?les. 

TABLE 8 

value meaning 

0 simple 
1 core 

2 main 

[0033] The folloWing table, TABLE 9, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “visual combina 
tion pro?le and level.” Combination pro?les are collections 
of object pro?les. According to MPEG-4, the levels de?ne 
parameter limits that the multimedia data Will not exceed. 

TABLE 9 

value meaning 

0 simple B-VOP scalable 
1 core 

2 main 
3 12 bit 
4 simple scalable texture 
5 simple FA 
6 hybrid 
7 basic animated 2D texture 

[0034] The folloWing table, TABLE 10, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “audio object 
pro?le and level.” 

TABLE 10 

value meaning 

AAC Main 
AAC LC 
AAC SSR 

T/F 
T/F Main scalable 
T/F LC scalable 
TWin VQ core 
CELP 
HVXC 

9 HILN 
10 "[TSI 
11 Main Synthetic 
12 Wavetable Synthesis 

[0035] The folloWing table, TABLE 11, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “audio combina 
tion pro?le and level.” Combination pro?les are collections 
of object pro?les. 

TABLE 11 

value meaning 

0 Main 
1 Scalable 
2 Speech 
3 LoW rate synthesis 
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[0036] The following table, TABLE 12, displays examples 
of possible values for the capability ?eld “scene description 
pro?les and levels.” 

TABLE 12 

value meaning 

0 simple 
1 2D 
2 VRML 
3 audio 
4 complete 

[0037] FIG. 2 is a How chart illustrating an embodiment 
of a method according to the present invention. In step 201, 
a termcap node is instantiated. When this node is instanti 
ated, the terminal capability is evaluated by the system at 
step 202, and the value of the value ?eld is set to indicate the 
associated system capability at step 203. The instantiation of 
the termcap node eXecutes programs in the terminal that 
either knoW the terminal capabilities or knoW hoW to acquire 
the value. The same applies for the measurement of dynamic 
values like CPU load. To set the value ?eld, static param 
eters related to hardWare components are set, While dynamic 
parameters are measured. At step 204, the value of the 
capability ?eld is altered based upon the capability of the 
terminal evaluated in step 202, and also based upon factors 
such as user preferences. The value can be altered periodi 
cally, or it can be altered based on some asynchronous 
trigger event. The user preferences can be set in real time, or 
can be input prior to displaying the multimedia data. In 
either circumstances, this information can be input using a 
standard graphical user interface. 

[0038] The capability ?elds and their corresponding val 
ues can be any combination of the capability ?elds and their 
corresponding values described above. These ?elds are 
purely exemplary, and the various embodiments are not 
limited to these ?elds. 

[0039] FIG. 3 is a pictorial representation of an apparatus 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. Port 
301 is coupled to processor 302. Memory 303 is also 
coupled to port 301 and processor 302, and stores instruc 
tions adapted to be run on the processor to instantiate a 
termcap node, evaluate the terminal capability, set the value 
of a capability ?eld, and alter the value of the capability ?eld 
based upon the capability and load of the evaluated terminal 
and user preferences. The value can be altered periodically, 
or it can be altered based on some asynchronous triggering 
event. The user preferences can be set in real time, or can be 
input prior to displaying the multimedia data, both methods 
using a standard graphical user interface. For eXample, a 
user can specify, either in real time or not, that if the frame 
rate drops beloW a certain value, then the color-depth value 
should be decreased to compensate for that frame rate. 

[0040] For the purposes of this application, memory 
includes any medium capable of storing instructions adapted 
to be eXecuted by a processor. Some eXamples of such media 
include, but are not limited to, ?oppy disks, CD ROM, 
magnetic tape, hard drives, and any other device that can 
store digital information. The instructions can be stored on 
the medium in a compressed and/or encrypted format, 
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and/or in a format such that the instructions have to be 
compiled or installed by an installer before being eXecuted 
by the processor. 

[0041] In one embodiment of the present invention, the 
memory stores further instructions adapted to be run on the 
processor to store or receive predetermined user preferences 
used to alter the value of the capability ?eld. In another 
embodiment of the present invention, the memory stores 
further instructions adapted to be run on the processor to 
receive, either periodically or asynchronously, instructions 
to alter the value of a capability ?eld based upon the 
capability of the terminal. In another embodiment of the 
present invention, the memory stores further instructions 
adapted to be run on the processor to evaluate the load of 
different components of the terminal. 

[0042] Termcap nodes can be created at the content pro 
vider, and are transmitted to a user along With data to be 
displayed. FIG. 4 is a system overvieW of hoW a termcap 
node helps render a scene. In this ?gure, scene 401 contains 
content necessary to be rendered on a terminal. The scene 
contains sWitch 402 that alloWs the rendering to choose 
betWeen “subscene A”403a, “subscene B”403b, and “sub 
scene C”403c. One sWitch is shoWn for clarity; more than 
one sWitch can eXist for a given scene. Additionally, three 
subscenes are shoWn for clarity; more or feWer subscenes 
can eXist attached to a given sWitch. Termcap node 404 is 
connected to sWitch 402. If an event occurs that triggers 
termcap node 404, termcap node 404 instructs sWitch 402 to 
change from one subscene to another. The triggering event 
can be some periodic instruction from a timer, or it can be 
an asynchronous event. 

[0043] A termcap node, via a set of sWitches, alloWs one 
to de?ne the topology of a scene on the basis of the 
content-provider choices and the terminal capabilities, and 
alloWs dynamic parameter adjustment of the scene nodes. 

[0044] FIG. 5 is a How chart of an embodiment of the 
present invention. In this embodiment, a ?eld of the termcap 
node is de?ned at step 501, and a value for this ?eld is 
de?ned at step 502. At step 503 a sWitch is identi?ed that is 
controlled by the termcap node, and at step 504, the ?eld is 
connected to the sWitch. To connect a ?eld to a sWitch, the 
?eld contains instructions that choose a sWitch setting based 
on the ?eld’s value. For eXample, if the value of the ?eld is 
less than 10, the ?eld instructs the sWitch to choose a certain 
subscene; if the value of the ?eld is greater than 10, the ?eld 
instructs the sWitch to choose a different subscene. 

[0045] FIG. 6 is a pictorial representation of an apparatus 
according to one embodiment of the present invention. In 
this embodiment, port 601 is coupled to processor 602. 
Memory 603 is also coupled to port 601 and processor 602, 
and stores instructions adapted to be run on processor 602 to 
de?ne a ?eld of the termcap node, give the ?eld an initial 
value, identify a sWitch to be controlled by the termcap node, 
and then connect the ?eld to the sWitch. 

[0046] The present invention has been described in terms 
of several embodiments solely for the purpose of illustra 
tion. Press skilled in the art Will recogniZe from this descrip 
tion that the invention is not limited to the embodiments 
described, but may be practiced With modi?cations and 
alterations limited only by the spirit and scope of the 
appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method for reproducing a multimedia data signal on 

a terminal, comprising: 

(a) instantiating a terminal capability node; 

(b) evaluating the terminal capability at the terminal 
capability node; 

(c) setting the value of a capability ?eld to indicate the 
associated system capability; and 

(d) altering the value of a capability ?eld based upon the 
capability of the terminal evaluated in step 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates frame rate. 

3. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates color depth. 

4. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates screen siZe. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates graphics hardWare. 

6. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates CPU load. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates memory load. 

8. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a visual object pro?le. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a visual combination pro?le and level. 

10. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates an audio object pro?le and level. 

11. The method of claim 1, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a system scene description pro?le and level. 

12. The method of claim 1 Wherein the altered value is 
altered in periodically. 

13. The method of claim 1, Wherein the altered value is 
altered Whenever it is needed. 

14. The method of claim 1, Wherein the altered value is 
altered to a predetermined value. 

15. An apparatus for reproducing a multimedia data 
signal, comprising; 

(a) a processor; 

(b) a port coupled to said processor; and 

(c) a memory coupled to said processor and port, and 
storing instructions adapted to be run on said processor 
to 

(i) instantiate a terminal capability node; 

(ii) evaluate the terminal capability at the terminal 
capability node; 

(iii) set the value of a capability ?eld to indicate the 
associated system capability; and 

(iv) alter the value of a capability ?eld based upon the 
capability of the terminal evaluated in step (ii). 

16. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates frame rate. 

17. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates color depth. 

18. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates screen siZe. 

19. The apparatus of claim 15, Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates graphics hardWare. 
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20. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates CPU load. 

21. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates memory load. 

22. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a visual object pro?le. 

23. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a visual combination pro?le and level. 

24. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates an audio object pro?le and level. 

25. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates an audio combination pro?le and level. 

26. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the capability ?eld 
indicates a system scene description pro?le and level. 

27. The apparatus of claim 15 , Wherein the memory stores 
further instructions adapted to be executed on said processor 
to receive instructions to alter the value. 

28. A computer-readable medium storing data adapted to 
be run on a processor to: 

(a) instantiate a terminal capability node; 

(b) evaluate the terminal capability at the terminal capa 
bility node; 

(c) set the value of a capability ?eld to indicate the 
associated system capability; and 

(d) alter the value of a capability ?eld based upon the 
capability of the terminal evaluated in step 

29. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates frame rate. 

30. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates color depth. 

31. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates screen siZe. 

32. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates graphics hardWare. 

33. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates CPU load. 

34. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates memory load. 

35. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates a visual object pro?le. 

36. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates a visual combination pro?le and 
level. 

37. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates audio object pro?le and level. 

38. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates audio combination pro?le and 
level. 

39. The computer-readable medium of claim 28, Wherein 
the capability ?eld indicates system scene description pro?le 
and level. 

40. A method of creating a scene graph With a termcap 
node, comprising: 

a. identifying a capability ?eld; 

b. identifying a value for the capability ?eld; 

c. identifying a sWitch controlled by the termcap node; 
and 

d. connecting the ?eld to the sWitch. 
41. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 

capability ?eld indicates frame rate. 
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42. The method of claim 40, wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates color depth. 

43. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates screen siZe. 

44. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates graphics hardWare. 

45. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates CPU load. 

46. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates memory load. 

47. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates a visual object pro?le. 

48. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates a visual combination pro?le and 
level. 

49. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates an audio object pro?le and level. 

50. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates an audio combination pro?le and 
level. 

51. The method of claim 40, Wherein the identi?ed 
capability ?eld indicates a system scene description pro?le 
and level. 

52. An apparatus for creating a termcap node, comprising: 

a. a port; 

b. a processor coupled to said port; 

c. a memory, coupled to said port and said processor, 
storing instructions to be adapted to be run on said 
processor, comprising: 
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(i) identify a capability ?eld; 

(ii) identify a value for the capability ?eld; 

(iii) identify a sWitch controlled by the termcap node; 
and 

(iv) connect the ?eld to the sWitch. 
53. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates frame rate. 
54. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates color depth. 
55. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates screen siZe. 
56. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates graphics hardWare. 
57. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates CPU load. 
58. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates memory load. 
59. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates a visual object pro?le. 
60. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates a visual combination pro?le and level. 
61. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates an audio object pro?le and level. 
62. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates an audio combination pro?le and level. 
63. The apparatus of claim 52, Wherein the capability ?eld 

indicates a system scene description pro?le and level. 

* * * * * 


